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Exhibit VIII.C.6.a

Proposed Gaming Area

The table on the previous page summarizes the area schedule and gaming summary for the areas  
 described below. 

The gaming areas are designed to create a distinctive open casino broken into various gaming 
districts, punctuated by garden atriums, and populated with the newest casino games and attractions. 
Organized as an organic and open gaming space, it is designed to draw patrons across the resort, while 
keeping them close to visual amenities as well as food and beverage outlets surrounding the gaming 
area. The elements which link the major entities to the casino are: The Central Garden Attraction, The 
Garden Atriums, and Bar 360. While the garden atriums bring natural light into the centers of the 
casino, Bar 360 brings excitement and energy as the central overlook for the entire floor. Each of these 
elements is designed as a signature opportunity to create visual interest and encourage circulation to all 
parts of the casino floor.  

Main Floor
The main casino is broken into districts by wide circulation boulevards and clustered into 
exciting intimate groups of similar gaming experiences. Working in tandem with the linked 
elements of excitement, clusters of slot carousels feature head gaming tables and special 
stadium gaming stations activate adventure on the floor. The Multi-Station Stadium Game allows 
up to 204 patrons to follow a pair of active Baccarat tables, giving the gamer the ability to watch 
current streaks and statistics for multiple tables at a time.    

Mass VIP Gaming, High Limit Slots, Gaming & Asian Gaming
Exclusive areas of the casino are defined as Mass Gaming, Mass VIP Gaming, High Limit Slots and 
Gaming, Asian Gaming, and VIP Gaming. These privileged areas of the gaming floor allow higher 
limit and private gaming salons to court frequent patrons. Food and beverage amenities and 
lounge areas are integrated into these spaces.    

Poker Room
A forty table Poker Salon is designed as an anchor for the casino floor with its own reception, 
and satellite cage. The room has direct access to the atrium garden.  

Main Cashier
The main cashier services the bulk of transactions on the gaming floor and is supported by a 
satellite and remote cages across the main floor. The Main Cashier includes 14 windows and 
contains the main bank, as well as the chip bank. Three employee transaction and two chip 
windows will be located in an alcove off of the gaming floor to service the overall floorplan. The 
count room is connected to the main floor through a back of house corridor and accessed via a 
man trap. Armored car service accessed the casino support area though a Sally Port from the 
access road at the rear of the resort.  

continued on the next page
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Exhibit VIII.C.6.a

Proposed Gaming Area (continued)

Player Club and Promotion Counter
The Casino Club and promotion counters are located at either end of the casino at the entrance 
from the grand lobby, and adjacent to the self-park garage casino elevators.   

State Gaming Control Office
The state gaming control office is located behind the High Limit Tables and adjacent to the 
garden retail shop. 

VIP Casino Lounge and Porte-Cochere
The VIP Casino, located on the main gaming floor, is accessed from the VIP lobby and 
registration areas and is comprised of a central table game salon, private lounge, and bar, along 
with private one and two table gaming salons.  A private reception welcomes patrons and acts 
as concierge during their stay, catering to their needs and the needs of their entourage.

Please refer to Figure VIII.C.4.c-1  Program Area Chart for area summaries regarding the  
 casino and gaming support.
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